PRIVACY POLICY
By using Swivvel, you agree to the collection and use of your personal data as described below.
You will be notified of any changes to this policy similar to the Terms of Service, which is
described in the notification of changes.
A. Information we Collect and How it is Used
Songs you have Saved in Swivvel: All songs, which you have chosen to save in your Swivvel
library are stored by Swivvel. You may always change this library.
Songs you have Searched in Swivvel: Songs, which you have searched are documented in
order to allow you to look at your history to see which song you were going through last. You
may move and remove entries from this document at all times.
Personal Data: Swivvel does not store your name, email, address or other personal data.
B. Information we Receive and How it is Used
Spotify Account Refresh Token: The information we receive about you only derives from
Spotify. Swivvel only gains access to a “refresh token” when you consent during the Spotify
login section of the setup phase that Swivvel may have access to read and/or modify your
Spotify account content, such as:
1. Reading private Spotify account information: the private information is solely
required to adapt the screen to fit your active Spotify account located in the settings
tab. This private information which is stored in a log file for a few seconds and is then
automatically deleted includes:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

Your email
The country your Spotify account is active in
Your Username
Your account id
Your birthdate

2. Modifying your saved songs library in Spotify: You may directly save songs that
interest you from within the Swivvel application.
3. Reading private and public playlists in Spotify: When exporting a playlist and you
choose to overwrite a playlist, the program must first identify the current songs in the
selected playlist.
4. Modifying private and public playlists in Spotify: Swivvel must be able to change the
current playlists or create new ones in order to properly be able to export a playlist
from Swivvel to Spotify.
C. How your Information is Shared

We send the refresh token to Spotify and we disclose the songs you saved in Swivvel to Spotify.
Otherwise, we do not share any personal data with others.
D. How your information remains secure
1.

We secure your data by only sending minimal information to third parties, only
including the refresh token, and your saved songs in Swivvel.

2.

Your data is only stored on your mobile device and we do not have access to any of
this information.

3.

Swivvel does not use any information regarding your email, your birthdate or similar
personal data.

E. What Choices you have
1.

We require you to link your Spotify account to Swivvel so that we enhance your
experience on Swivvel. However, you have the possibility to change the account that
Swivvel has access to. We will not keep any record of your previous account
information.

2.

Your saved and searched songs list can be edited, or even be formatted entirely at all
times.

3.

If you would still like to prevent content from being read or modified by Swivvel on
your Spotify account, you may choose not to employ the song save functionality, as
well as the export playlist feature. Your account id, account name and profile picture
have to be read by Swivvel when visiting the “Spotify Account” page in Swivvel’s
settings.

